Arms Control Space Exploring Conditions
space arms control: a hybrid approach - airuniversity - without successful arms control, our continued
“peaceful uses of outer space” will be in jeopardy. during 2018, the international community should take
advantage of the seri-ousness and enthusiasm of the momentous 50th anniversary to establish an initiative for
a new approach to space arms control. a hybrid space arms control in space - princeton - ota arms control
in space workshop staff lionel s. johns, assistant director,ota energy, materials, and international security
division peter sharfman, international security and commerce program manager gerald epstein, workshop
rapporteur bruce blair space weapons or space arms control? - space weapons or space arms control? 245
means have been found for regulation and agreement to minimize interference in the radio spectrum, while
making more efﬁcient use of limited spectrum resources. the outer space treaty bars the stationing of nuclear
weapons in space, or “other weapons of mass destruction.” arms control in space (part 5 of 13) princeton university - formed judgement of the contribution of space activities to the military balance of
power. “nuclear weapons and nuclear war remain the most important focus for arms control, ” a panelist
pointed out. “asat arms control could reinforce nuclear arms control, but it could also divert attention from that
central, overriding threat. arms control provisions in the outer space treaty: a ... - arms control
provisions in the outer space treaty: a scrutinizing reappraisal stephen gorove* introduction the provisions of
the outer space treaty' relating to the military uses of outer space, including the moon and other celestial
bodies, constitute a significant landmark in man's efforts to control the use of atomic arms control
implications for military operations in space - arms control purpose and process . before engaging in a
discussion on arms control implications for military operations in space, it is important to have an appreciation
for the general nature of arms control. historically, states have participated in arms control and disarmament
efforts for a variety of reasons. in outer space arms control: existing regime and future prospects outer space arms control: existing regime and future prospects norman a. wulf* abstract the existing arms
control regime for outer space bans attacks on satellites of other countries, except as acts of self defense. the
moon and other celestial bodies cannot be used for military activi ties.
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